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Hi 
 
Please find our tracked changes attached.
 
Regards
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[bookmark: Title]Mr Don Henry

[bookmark: AddressBlock1]Chief Executive Officer

[bookmark: AddressBlock2]Australian Conservation Foundation

[bookmark: AddressBlock3]Floor One, 60 Leicester Street

[bookmark: AddressBlock4]CARLTON  VIC  3053

[bookmark: AddressBlock5][bookmark: Salutation]Dear Mr Henry

[bookmark: OpeningLine]Thank you for your email of 1 March 2011 concerning funding for marine protection and the reform of fossil fuel subsidies.  I apologise for the delay in responding to you.

[bookmark: Body]I would like to reassure you that Australia has met its obligations under the G20 commitment to remove inefficient fossil fuel subsidies that cause wasteful consumption.  Australia submitted its response to the G20, concluding that we had no measures within the scope of the Commitment.  Australia’s position was based on defining a subsidy as a measure that reduces local prices below the market price, a pricegap approach which was adopted by many other countries.  In Australia, consumers pay market rates for fuel and producers benefit only from economy wide or sectorwide concessions.  

In response to your specific concern, regarding of statutory caps on the effective life statutory caps ofor certain depreciatingon assets used in the oil and gas industry, I would like to point out that the establishment of the such statutory capseffective life caps were established to aimed to address the broader national interest,  where large increases in effective livesasset write-off periods would have  had a significant effect on investment in industries with national economic implications.  

Tax Commissioner  review of effective life reviews  is are based solely on the consideration of factors relating to an asset's effective life and do not take into account wider policy implications,.  Therefore, the Commissioner's determinations of effective lives do not address issues such as the impact on investment decisions or broader economic impacts, particularly in large capital intensive industries.  

A timing benefit is Tthe primary tax impact for the taxpayer that holds the statutory capped assetof establishing statutory effective life caps is the provision of support by way of a timing benefit for taxpayers who would otherwise be adversely affected by substantial increases in the effective lives used for calculating the decline in value of their assets.  A capped life does not increase the overall level of deductions provided, rather it brings forward deductions that would otherwise be claimed in later years.  The extent that a faster write off reduces tax paid in the early years, tax paid in later years of the asset’s life will be higher due to the reduced deductions then available.

To the extent that the statutory caps on effective lives have aThe positive impact on investment arising from statutory caps , there will be have flow-on effects to the economy through employment and national production.  Some of the investment will also impact on trade flows, particularly those projects that are export-oriented. 

The accelerated depreciation rate of capital assets does not solely apply to fossil fuel industry but also to other industries including Agriculture, Nursery and floriculture production, Vegetable Growing and Fruit growing etc.  While there are some industry specific capped life assets, the main aim of those caps is to  It is a general measure that applies across the economy and is not confined to fossil fuel industry.   Statutory caps introduced in these industries (including fossil fuel industry) generate could flow on to the national economy from stimulating investment in capital assets that could provide positive flow-on effects for the economy, relative to providing statutory caps to other industries.  However, there are several other depreciating assets which any industry (not just the fossil fuel industry) can apply a capped life to including some trucks, trailers, minibuses, light commercial vehicles, helicopters and aeroplanes.   

In your letter, you also mentioned a proposed movement byof the Canadiana Government to reform the accelerated capital cost allowances for oil sands assets (though not for other types of mines such as coal mines).  Please note that the Canada’s accelerated capital cost allowance (ACCC) is available for tangible assets acquired for use in new oil sands projects or major project expansions.  The primary purpose of the introduction of the ACCC in 1994 was to improve the investment climate of oil sand projects and encourage the production of fossil fuels.  It is clear the purpose of their provision is different to that of Australia and it explicitly applies to the oil sands industry only.  



The Ggovernment of Canada proposed in its 2011 Bbudget of 22 March 2011 to reduce the deduction rate for pre-production development expenses of oil sands mines from the immediate 100% deduction currently provided to the 30% rate applicable to similar expenses in the conventional oil and gas sector.  However, the The Bbudget was not adopted however prior to the dissolution of their Parliament on 26 March 2011. 



The statutory caps may not apply to all renewable energy assets, tThe Australian gGovernment has however provided more direct and efficient ways inmethods for promoting renewable energy, including through the Renewable Energy Target, which is designed to ensure 20 percent of Australia’s energy supply comes from renewable sources by 2020. This will drive $16 billion in investment into renewable energy over the life of the scheme. 



Thank you for bringing the your concerns to my attention. As always we value the constructive feedback ofrom your organisation.

[bookmark: ResponseTime][bookmark: ClosingLine]I trust this information will be of assistance to you.

[bookmark: SignOff]Yours sincerely

[bookmark: SignatureBlock][bookmark: EndOfDocument]WAYNE SWAN 
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